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Report

CORAZÓN CLASSIC MATCH 2015

‘Your ticket,
their future’

Real Madrid Legends faced Liverpool Legends in the latest edition of the charity
Corazón Classic Match. The hosts ran out 4-2 winners in a festival of goals and
solidarity, all with the aim of helping children at risk of social exclusion.
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Corazón Classic Match 2015

There was a great turnout from Real Madrid's
fans for the Corazón Classic Match, with
the Santiago Bernabéu nearly full and a
festive, family atmosphere at the stadium. Before the
start of the match the young fans also enjoyed the
presentation of prizes from a 7-a-side tournament
to fan clubs in the alevín (under-12s) and benjamín
(under-10s) categories. Everyone there was united
by a single cause: raising money to buy classroom
materials for more than 20,000 children at risk
of social exclusion, within the Promoting School
Success programme run by the Spanish Red Cross,
with collaboration from Atresmedia and El Corte
Inglés.
Thrills and great football
Big and small alike enjoyed the fine football on
display from the Real Madrid and Liverpool legends,
veteran footballers who proved the truth of the
saying: “Once you’ve got it, you never lose it”. The
Reds got the first goals, with two headers - the
first from Kewell in the 18th minute, the second
from Owen, three minutes later, both coming from
McAteer crosses. The English side even had the
chance to make it 3-0 from a Fowler direct freekick, but his shot hit the bar. And the woodwork was
involved again after 35 minutes, this time stopping a
Salgado volley going in after a Roberto Carlos cross.
The home side began to dominate from there
on, and their first goal came from a penalty two
minutes before half-time. Carragher gave it away,
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Corazón Classic Match 2015

The players of both teams salute the fans who turned out in their thousands for the latest edition of the Corazón Classic Match.

using his hand to prevent a Zidane header, from
a Solari cross, finding the net. Roberto Carlos
converted the penalty with a fierce shot. At the break
it was 1-2 and Real Madrid Legends’ come-back was
on, led by Zinedine Zidane and Roberto Carlos.
The second half started as the first had
finished. After six minutes another handball in the
box from Carragher led to another penalty, once
again masterfully converted by Roberto Carlos.
The scoreboard read 2-2 while the fans showed
their delight with a Mexican wave. With Real Madrid
Legends now on track, they made it 3-2 in the 67th
minute from Amavisca, who neatly turned Abel
Xavier and found a gap between the Liverpool
defender’s legs to beat Reds keeper Westerveld.
Fifteen minutes later, Iván Pérez made it 4-2,
stabbing home after some great play on the left
wing started by Roberto Carlos and continued by
Amavisca. The match was broadcast on La Sexta,
with Antonio Esteva and Marcos López in the
commentary box, Susana Guasch on the touchline

and José Luis Sánchez in the VIP box.
With this edition of the Corazón Classic Match
the Real Madrid Foundation demonstrated once
again its social work in favour of the least fortunate
in society, in this case children in situations of
extreme vulnerability. The aim of the Spanish Red
Cross Promoting School Success programme,
started three years ago, is to reduce truancy and
academic failure rates. During the match the fans
formed the Spanish Red Cross symbol to draw
attention to the initiative.
In previous editions of the Corazón Classic
Match, Real Madrid Legends have played the
veterans from iconic teams (AC Milan, Bayern
Munich, Manchester United, Juventus, Inter Milan…)
raising funds for investigation into sudden cardiac
death syndrome, the Real Madrid Foundation’s
social sports programme in Africa, charity snacks
for more than 5,000 boys and girls living at risk
throughout Spain, and social sports activities in
children’s shelters.

8
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Match stats:

Salgado, Roberto
Real Madrid Leyendas: Buyo,
Seedorf, Karembeu,
s,
iente
Mor
ne,
Carlos, Sanchís, Zida
. Substitutes:
Fernando Sanz, Solari and Makelele
n, Sabido, Congo,
Pavó
és,
Cort
ía
Garc
s,
Contreras, Roja
, Velasco, Owen
Butragueño, Iván Pérez, McManaman
and Amavisca.
rme, McAteer,
Liverpool Legends: Dudek, Kva
, Luis García,
ness
Hark
n,
Owe
McManaman, Fowler,
stitutes: Westerveld,
Berger, Kewell and Carragher. Sub
h, Smicer, Morientes,
Jones, Abel Xavier, Henchoz, Rus
my.
Diao, Thompson, Partridge and Bella
Goals:
0-1 (min. 18): Kewell.
0-2 (min. 21): Owen.
1-2 (min. 43): Roberto Carlos.
2-2 (min. 51): Roberto Carlos.
3-2 (min. 67): Amavisca.
4-2 (min. 82): Iván Pérez.
Referee: Carlos Megía Dávila.
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Campus

Taking football and
basketball to the
whole world

10
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Benzema, Keylor Navas, Marcelo, Bale,
and Nacho, visited the Campus Experience
organised by the Foundation in Madrid.

A review of the highlights of the football
and basketball camps run all over the
globe by the Real Madrid Foundation. This
summer we’ve increased our focus on
basketball, with resounding success.

11
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Campus

The Real Madrid Foundation will take football
and its sporting values to more than 40
destinations this summer. The VI Campus
Experience will bring, until 5 September, football,
technical skills and the values of the Real Madrid
players to more than 3,000 participants.
Boys and girls between seven and 17 years old,
from more than 80 different countries in Europe,
Asia, Africa and the Americas will be able to benefit
from the experience of more than 250 professionals,
including teachers, physiotherapists and nutrition
experts. All of whom form part of this edition of the
Campus Experience, which has established itself as
the international leader for this type of camp.
The Campus Experience is divided into three
different categories: Football, Technical Football
Skills, focused on registered players, and the
Iker Casillas Goalkeepers Camp. Each of these
offers a programme specially structured to work
on specific football tactics and techniques. It also
uses a carefully designed Comprehensive Sports
Development Programme with three basic types of
activities: training, sports education and Experience
activities focused on interpersonal relationships and
values, all oriented towards personal and sporting
development.

Madrid is the main venue of the camps located
in Spain, with the principal sites for the activities
being the emblematic Ciudad Real Madrid in
Valdebebas, and the campus at Villaviciosa de
Odón. King's College Campus is also used for those
who wish to add English language practice to their
sporting experience.
In this year’s edition, the participants at the
football camps were also able to enjoy a visit from
some of the first-team players. Marcelo, Bale,
Nacho, Benzema and Keylor Navas gave a great
surprise to the 900 boys and girls taking part in the
Campus Experience organised by the Real Madrid
Foundation held at the start of July.
The participants were able to say hello to their

12
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heroes, who were training at Ciudad Real Madrid
in Valdebebas. The experience was highly exciting
for all involved and no doubt one that will live long
in the memory for the children. The VI Edition of
the Campus Experience is turning into a complete
success.
Football camps… and basketball camps too
The first of the basketball camps held was the VII
Inclusive Camp, in June, at Las Rozas Ciudad del
Fútbol sports complex. This is a pioneering project
that brings together children and youngsters who
love basketball and play either with or without a
wheelchair and participants who have some form of
intellectual disability. At the camp, all those involved

play and spend their time together, proving that
everyone who wants to can play sport. There are no
barriers.
This year there were 40 participants. Boys and
girls between eight and 17 years old, some of
whom have motor impairments, caused for example
by spina bifida, muscular atrophy or paralysis, play
games with, and have the same coaches, balls and
rules, as other children without disabilities. Thanks
to their experience gained at the Inclusive Camps
run in conjunction with Sanitas over the last few
years, the Foundation now has three wheelchair
basketball schools.
Additionally the camp invited, for the second
year running, players from a Real Madrid Foundation
13
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Campus

The I Summer Adapted Basketball Camp
was run by Rafael Rullán, director of the
Foundation's basketball schools.

adapted social sports school. Majadahonda was
the chosen school for this edition. Students with
intellectual disabilities took part in skills activities
and enjoyed playing basketball in inclusive games.
In total there were eight teams, each one with at
least one wheelchair player, one non-disabled player
and one from the adapted school. It was a complete
success!
During July another two basketball camps were
held, organised by the Real Madrid Foundation.
Firstly, the VI Summer Basketball Camp brought
together boys and girls born between 1997 and
2007 at the facilities of the Universidad Europea
de Madrid (UEM) in Villaviciosa de Odón. The
aim of the camp was to provide an introduction to
basketball for those participants who hadn’t tried it
before, and to improve the skills of those who had
already played, all the while teaching them positive
sporting values and creating a framework for
harmonious co-existence in a fun environment.
More than just sport
Competition was another important aspect of this
summer’s edition, with the boys and girls organised

into different groups that competed over the 10 days
the participants spent together. Rafael Rullán, former
Real Madrid and Spain player, is in charge of the
camp, part of the Foundation’s basketball section.
Secondly, this year also saw the I Summer
Adapted Basketball Campus, aimed at boys and
girls born before 2002, with intellectual disabilities.
This camp is also held at the facilities of the UEM,
with Rafael Rullán in charge of the organisation
here too. The aims are similar to those of the other
camps, offering a place to play adapted basketball
where the participants can enjoy the sport, foster
their self-development and autonomy and learn
basketball techniques and tactics, with the diversity
and capabilities of each player being completely
valued.
With these sporting, group events, the Real
Madrid Foundation aims to instil in the participants
the importance of playing sport, ignoring all
obstacles, while reinforcing the positive values of
sport: rules, fair play and competition. All without
forgetting the promotion of an optimum quality of life,
good health and strengthened mental development
through playing sport.

14
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Interview

Steve
McManaman

“Football’s
values develop
children into
finer adults”
We spoke to McManaman just before
the charity Corazón Classic Match. The
former Real Madrid and Liverpool player
told us about meeting up again with the
Madrid fans and the initiative of the Real
Madrid Foundation, the reason behind
the veterans of Real Madrid and Liverpool
taking to the pitch.
✍ MadoRi okano

–Welcome back home. What memories does
returning to the estadio santiago
bernabéu bring back?
–The truth is I’m nervous because it’s the first time
I’ve played here since I finished my football career.
I know all the people who work here and I’ve great
memories of teammates I met in this beautiful
stadium, probably one of the best in the world.
–You’ll have Your loYalties divided betWeen
liverpool and real madrid. You start on the aWaY
team and finish With the hosts but What plaYers
are You excited to see again?

–I’m going to see players I was in the dressing
room with at both Real Madrid and Liverpool,

like Robbie Fowler and Jamie Carragher, who I
enjoyed the game with so much. A few weeks ago
I saw Seedorf, Michel Salgado, Karembeu and
they looked in good shape, and they’re also really
competitive, so it’s going to be entertaining.
–WhY is this a match the madrid fans can’t miss?
– As an old, ex professional players in any game
they never want to lose. They were played number
of years and enjoy themselves playing football
matches and many of the players like Zidane and
Roberto Carlos are very competitive people who
always want to win in the pitch.
–it’s a familY event, Wouldn’t You agree? an event
to be enjoYed bY the Youngest supporters side bY
side With the older fans Who can them all about
the plaYers.

–Exactly. Some of kids haven’t seen the great stars
play, mythic names like Zidane, Michael Owen and
Clarence Seedorf, players who have written their
name into football history, and it’s great that they get
the chance to do so now. Maybe they aren’t as fast
as they were before, but people can enjoy because
they are wonderful players.
–in this sixth edition, the funds are going to
educational materials for children at risk of
social exclusion, as part of programmes run bY
the

spanish red cross. What do You think of the

initiative?

–This match, organised by the Real Madrid
Foundation, is a guaranteed success. For teams
like Real Madrid and Liverpool, who have received
so much affection, it’s important to take care of the
fans who have supported us over so many years.
We have a debt to society; we need to be aware
that there are people with serious problems and,
personally from my perspective, Liverpool is an
area which always need help and we have to be
generous.
–at the real madrid foundation We use sport to
teach values like teamWork, self-improvement,
and respect for others. What values has
football taught You?
–All values are important, they prepare you to
have a positive attitude on the pitch because so
many people are watching you, and good manners
helps the kids enjoy playing football and develop
as adults.
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Inside news

Real Madrid Foundation holds
its Charity Golf Tournament
On 2 July, the Centro Nacional de Golf hosted the Real Madrid
Foundation-Halconviajes.com Charity Golf Tournament and Circuit
final, with the proceeds going to the programme of wheelchair
basketball social sports schools.
18
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Following the 16 rounds of the Real Madrid
Foundation-Halconviajes.com Charity Golf
Circuit held across Spain between March and
June (at courses in Albacete, Segovia, Salamanca,
Madrid, Cuenca, Cádiz, Granada, Córdoba, Toledo
and Mallorca) the finishing touch was added to this
charitable initiative, organised by the Real Madrid
Foundation, on 2 July. The programme of activities
saw the Circuit grand final and parallel Charity
Tournament played at the Centro Nacional de Golf
course in the morning; with a trophy presentation
ceremony and prize draw in the presidential box of
the Estadio Santiago Bernabéu in the evening.
All for charity
The players and attendees gathered first thing
at Madrid's Centro Nacional de Golf on a day of
relentless sunshine, eased by the drinks and snacks
provided by the club's sponsors. The Foundation's
executive vice-president, Enrique Sánchez, also
participated in the event, the proceeds of which will
go to the programme of wheelchair basketball social
sports schools.
What lay ahead was a round of the course’s 18
holes to find the winners of the Charity Tournament
and the Circuit, with tickets for a golfing trip to
19
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Inside news

Morocco up for grabs. Following the action, the
day's activities continued in the presidential box
of the Bernabéu, which was the stage for the
awards presentation ceremony and the traditional
prize draw. During the evening event, attended by
entrants, sponsors and guests, Sánchez reiterated
his gratitude to all involved in such a special
project, organised by the Real Madrid Foundation's
basketball area.
Julio González Ronco, managing director of
the Real Madrid Foundation, rounded things off
by thanking everyone for their contribution to this
Foundation initiative, which has Halconviajes.com
as its main sponsor, demonstrating the company's
commitment to the socio-sporting programmes of
the Foundation.
The charity competition was also partnered by
Audi, Avis, Bearwood, the Moroccan National Tourist
Office, Saïda Med Golf, NH Hotels, Campofrío,
Cafés Guilis, Agio Global, Ybarra, Redyser, Meikin,
Torre Barreda, Genser, the Provincial Council of
Segovia, Wilson Staff, Rol Digital, God Save My
Swing and the Centro Nacional de Golf.

And the winners are:
Charity Circuit:
Upper category: Lourdes Acasuso García, who
qualified at the Club de Campo de Córdoba.
Lower category: Javier Moreno García, who
qualified at La Cala Golf Resort.
Charity Tournament:
Upper category: Vicente Muñoz Pérez.
Lower category: Agustín Parrado Salagre.
The team category winners were the side
representing the company Aceinsa.
All the above are invited to a golfing trip to
Morocco, courtesy of the country’s National
Tourist Office.
Closest-to-the-hole prize on the course’s par
3s:
3rd hole: Avis Special Prize: José Luis Lucía.
9th hole: Luis Polo.
14th hole: Borja Otero Caamaño.
17th hole: Afflelou Challenge: Esteban Écija.

20
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Inside news

First stop Mijas on the Real Madrid
Foundation’s 2015 National Amateur
Charity Padel Circuit
22
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Foundation, Rafael Rullán, former Real Madrid
basketball player and director of the Foundation's
basketball schools, circuit director Jesús López
Echave, and professional padel player Vanesa
Zamora.
Schedule and objectives
The circuit, which is organised by Vibor-A
Padel, will take place at eight venues in Spain
in men's and women's categories. These
qualifying events will be held between May
and October, with the first –played at the Club
Cerrado del Águila in Mijas (Málaga) from 15 to
19 July– already completed. In November, the
circuit will then be closed out by a Final Masters
Tournament.
In this latest edition of the competition, the
proceeds will go to the Foundation’s programme
of social sports schools for differently-abled
people, a project whose ultimate aim is the
integration of such individuals through sport.
"This season, the Foundation is running 152
projects in Spain aimed at children and a range
of disadvantaged groups. Among these projects
we have 11 socials sports schools for differentlyabled people, both physically and intellectually,"
explained Sánchez during the unveiling. He
added: "The Real Madrid Foundation is the result
of our commitment to social engagement and
solidarity in every corner of the world, which has
seen it work over the past 15 years to develop
socio-sporting projects that use sport as a tool for
integration."

23 June saw the launch of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s 2015 National Amateur Charity
Padel Circuit and Final Masters
Tournament, at a presentation hosted by the
ex-Whites basketball player Juan Manuel López
Iturriaga. In attendance were Enrique Sánchez,
executive vice-president of the Real Madrid

A great leap forward for integration
In his remarks, Rullán stressed that the aim
of these programmes is for differently-abled
individuals to "be able to integrate into society
and for young people to be able to enjoy the
benefits of sport together”.
In a similar vein, López Echave revealed a
plan to increase the number of participants in
the circuit “courtesy of a format aimed at the
participation of the amateur player”.
Completing the round of addresses, Zamora
noted that the circuit allows players to “put their
own day-to-day improvements to the test, as well
as have fun and share in good times with friends”.
23
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Inside news

Real Madrid Foundation Board of Trustees approves
next season’s Action Plan
The Sala Real meeting room at the Estadio
Santiago Bernabéu was the venue as the
Real Madrid Foundation's Board of Trustees,
presided over by Florentino Pérez, convened for a
session in which they approved the Action Plan for
the 2015-2016 season.
The members of the Board of Trustees and of
the Executive Committee meet twice a season to
take stock of the Real Madrid Foundation’s principal

activities and to agree on core strategies and
programmes of action. In the last six years, the Real
Madrid Foundation’s efforts in aid of those most in
need have extended across the globe, with over
100 social projects in Spain complemented by more
than 200 international cooperation projects.
The Real Madrid Foundation operates initiatives
the world over, attending to more than 40,000
beneficiaries in 70 countries.

Agreements and collaborations
● Collaboration

agreement between the Real
Madrid Foundation and the Fundación A.M.A.
14/05/2015. Signed by Florentino Pérez, the fiveyear deal sees the Real Madrid Foundation and the
Fundación A.M.A. bring basketball to 920 children in
long-term hospital care.

● Agreement between the Real Madrid Foundation
and the Fundación Ramón Grosso. 20/05/2015.
Real Madrid Foundation executive vice-president
Enrique Sánchez and Ramón Grosso, president of
the Fundación Ramón Grosso, signed the agreement
with aim of developing a social sports school in Chad.

24
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Training

Training course for c
at the new schools in C
The coming season witnesses the
expansion of the programme of social
sports schools run in the country in
collaboration with the Fundación Concívica
and the Fundación Revel.

In Colombia, football coaches for Real
Madrid Foundation social sports schools
received the course Ellos juegan, nosotros
educamos (‘They play, we teach’) in Medellín.
Taken by the Foundation's technical team, it was
carried out at the offices of the project's local
partner the Fundación Concívica, with training
given to the coaches of the new schools in the
municipality of Itagüí in the areas Carpinelo,

26
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r coaches
n Colombia
Hortensia, Viviendas, Inter Municipal, Los Gómez,
Municipal, San Gabriel, Sena and Ditaires, and in
the municipalities of Tunjuelito, Titiribí and Nariño.
The Real Madrid Foundation’s team also gave
the football course to the 21 coaches at the new
social sports schools that are to be inaugurated in
Cali, Villamaría, Bogotá, Cúcuta, Urabá, Manizales
and El Pasto, in cooperation with the Fundación
Revel. The training took place at the facilities of the

Corporación para la Recreación Popular in Cali, a
city where 10 social sports schools are operated in
collaboration with the Council in locations identified
as ‘areas of inclusion and social opportunities’.
With students aged between six and 17, the
social sports schools in Colombia benefit people
who suffer school adaptation problems, orphans,
individuals from difficult family situations and those
subjected to social exclusion.
27
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Schools

Close of the 2014
In this edition we focus on the Copa Alma
2015 tournament, as well as competitions at
the social sports schools and the visits to
them that mark the end of the season.

28-34 Escuelas 50 ING.indd 28

A passion for football was the uniting force
over three days for the students of the social
sports schools in Spain, Hungary, Italy,
Portugal, Romania and Russia who took part in the
Copa Alma. 90 boys and girls aged 11 and 12 were
in Madrid to enjoy, not just the competition, but also
what was a multicultural event, with a love of football
the common denominator within a tournament that
prizes the values that are part of the methodology of
the Real Madrid Foundation.
The respect award was won by the school from
Vila Real de Santo Antonio y Casto Marim (Portugal);

7/8/15 14:42

014-2015 season
the health award went to Italy; the Russian school
won the self-esteem award; the school in Manique
(Portugal) received the team spirit award; the award
for equality went to Spain 1; the award for motivation
was won by the team from Romania; the self-reliance
award went to Hungary and the responsibility award
to Spain 2. As well as football the students took part
in various activities, among the highlights of which
were the Bernabéu Tour, a visit to the first-team
residence and a sightseeing tour of Madrid. The
crowning moment of the Copa Alma was the closing
ceremony in the Estadio Santiago Bernabéu.
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The Foundation’s football and basketball
tournaments have also reached their conclusion.
Almost 3,000 students from the schools in the
Community of Madrid and the surroundings areas
were able to put into practice the technical and
tactical know-how, physical and motor skills and
psychosocial knowledge learned through the
Foundation’s educational methodology, Por una
educación REAL: Valores y Deporte (For a REAL
education – Values and Sport) in basketball, and
Ellos juegan, nosotros educamos (They play,
we teach) in football. Students from the inclusive

7/8/15 14:42

Schools
Basketball tournament closing
ceremony, in which the parents of
the students took part.
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schools, the adapted basketball schools and the
wheelchair basketball schools also took part in the
tournaments. The rules of the competitions were
adapted to the characteristics of the participants with
the aim of ensuring inclusivity.
In the final basketball event, parents of the
students were able to enjoy a family sports morning,
with ‘white cards’ awarded to recognise the best
examples of behaviour over the season. There
were also complementary activities, with the
participants receiving basic training in CPR from
Proyecto Salvavidas, sessions on the safe use of
the Internet from Pantallas Amigas, the competition
Promoting Values on the Internet with Google and
an educational recycling activity. In total the Real
Marid Foundation Social Sports Schools Tournament
collected 1,121 kilos of batteries to be recycled,
with the educational activity backed by Ecopilas,
sponsors of the Real Madrid Foundation.
Students from 12 educational centres took part
in this campaign to raise environmental awareness,
storing batteries in battery collection cases over
several weeks. By the end the total collected was
equivalent to 45,000 medium-sized batteries. The
initiative forms part of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
Complementary Educational Activities Plan, aimed
at reinforcing values of respect and environmental
sustainability.
Amancio in El Pozo and San Fernando de
Henares
We continue with the closing ceremonies for the end
of the 2014-15 season, this time at the schools in
El Pozo and San Fernando, attended by Amancio
Amario, veteran former Real Madrid player. The
first school is an example of integration in this
neighbourhood on the outskirts of Madrid, where
during its 14 years of existence it has ensured that
a lack of economic resources isn’t an obstacle for
anyone in El Pozo who wants to play sport.
During the award ceremony for the school’s
participants Amancio was accompanied by Julio
González Ronco, managing director of the Real
Madrid Foundation and Antonio García Navajas,
former player and co-ordinator of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s football schools. Javier Piñero, president
of the sports section of the El Pozo Neighbourhood
Association, said that an education based on sporting
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Schools
Rafael Rullán, together with the coaching team
and the participating students at the basketball
school closing ceremony held in Parquesur.

values was perfect for the students at the school, of
which the boys and girls felt very proud.
Meanwhile, at the season’s closing ceremony at
the social sports school in San Fernando de Henares
(Madrid), Amancio thanked the municipal council
and CLH, which sponsors the school, and said to the
students: “I hope that in addition to having improved
your technique, you’ve learnt the principles Real
Madrid stands for. If you want to be respected by
others first of all you have to respect them: coaches,
teammates, rivals, your families and everyone

around you”. Before signing autographs, Amancio
repeated: “I assure you that you’ll be happier if you
treat others the way you would want to be treated
yourself, both on the pitch and off it. The Real Madrid
Foundation is following your development closely,
and is there to help you in whatever you need”.
During this visit, the former Real Madrid player
was joined by Sofía Díaz Álvarez, the councillor
responsible for education and sport in San
Fernando de Henares and Pedro Martínez, head of
communication and institutional relations at CLH.
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7 May this year. The school’s activities take place at
the La Fortuna Sports Centre in Leganés, for boys
and girls between eight and 13 years old, some of
whom are at risk of social exclusion.

It was the end of the season too at the school
in Leganés and the other basketball social sports
schools, all of which celebrated the final class of
the year at the Centro Comercial Parquesur before
the prize-giving ceremony, with the presence of
former basketball players Lucio Angulo and Darío
Quesda, accompanied by Rafael Rullán, head of the
basketball schools.
The school in Leganés opened in 2013, thanks to
a collaboration agreement between the Real Madrid
Foundation and Parquesur, which was extended on

Emilio Butragueño in Menorca, Melilla and
Villabona
Emilio Butragueño visited the Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports schools in Menorca,
Melilla and Villabona (Asturias). The Real Madrid’s
director of institutional relations showed an active
interest in the activities carried out by the students
at the school in Menorca and didn’t hesitate to have
his photo taken with them, saying that “at the Real
Madrid Foundation we’re delighted to carry on with
our socio-sporting activities for another year at this
school, having seen how the students develop, using
football as a tool to teach positive sporting values”.
This school, based at the Menorca football pitch, is
run in collaboration with “la Caixa” Foundation and
Menorca’s department for social welfare and young
people.
Butragueño was accompanied at the event by
Rafael García Cortés, director of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s football schools; Aurora Herráiz, the
councillor responsible for social welfare and young
people in Menorca; and Toyo Tudurí, head of
business development for “la Caixa” in Menorca.
Aurora Herráiz thanked the Real Madrid
Foundation for the “opportunity to offer the youth
of Menorca not just the chance to play sport and
have recreational opportunities but also, and more
importantly, to receive an education in values such
as self-sacrifice, team work, sharing and conflict
resolution”.
In a similar vein, the representative of “la
Caixa” said that since its beginnings “one of the
characteristics that best define “la Caixa” is its
commitment to people through its Foundation.
With this background, and as a demonstration of
the commitment we have to Menorca, we wanted
to sponsor this football social sports school for a
second time. Returning to Menorca a substantial
part of the profits we generate in carrying out our
financing activities is our way of responding to the
trust the people of the island have in Spain’s leading
financial entity”.
Another of the schools to receive a visit from
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Schools
More than 3,000 students from
the social sports schools took
part in the football and basketball
tournaments.

Emilio Butragueño was the one in Melilla, whose
activities are held at the La Cañada football pitch.
The Real Madrid director of institutional relations,
talking to the students, said: “Now the season is over
it’s time to take stock of what you’ve learned and how
you’ve improved”. He also explained: “Thanks to this
project the children share a passion for football and,
using that, the goal is to instil the values that have
brought us so much success in recent years”.
Also present at the 2014-15 closing ceremony
were Miguel Marín Cobos, first vice-president and
minister for public works of the Autonomous City
of Melilla; and Antonio Martínez, head of business
development for Caixabank in Málaga and Melilla.
Both institutions collaborate with the project. In his
speech Marín said: “This is a project which strives
to create better people, who develop personally by
following positive values. We’re delighted with the
work being done, in which we’ve been involved for
a number of years, helping the young residents of
Melilla”.
Zero tolerance of exclusion
The school in Melilla opened in 2012-13. The
students are children between five and 17 years old,

mostly immigrants or youngsters at risk of social
exclusion. By playing sport they learn values that
assist in their social integration.
Our final stop on this tour of the latest news
from the social sports schools is the visit of Emilio
Butragueño to the students of the football school
in the Villabona Prison, where nearly 60 inmates
take part. The Real Madrid director gave them all
words of support and reminded them that Real
Madrid, through the Foundation, “uses sport as a
tool to pass on a number of values. Football and
basketball allow us to understand concepts including
team spirit, respect and solidarity in a practicable,
simple manner. At the Real Madrid Foundation
we follow your progress very closely and there are
many professionals here who will support you with
whatever you need in your reintegration into society”.
The Foundation has been working for more than
10 years with the Directorate-General of Prisons.
For the last two seasons, thanks to funding from
the Cajastur- Liberbank Foundation, socio-sporting
activities have been carried out at Villabona,
minimising tension and reducing the possibility of
conflicts by promoting interpersonal relationships
and mutual respect.
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Luis de Carlos Forum

the 9 Basketball
European Cups

Up for discussion:
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With the focus on Real Madrid's
accumulation of 9 European titles, some
of the stars behind the triumphs –Emiliano
Rodríguez, Clifford Luyk, Pedro Ferrándiz,
Rafael Rullán and José Miguel Antúnez–
participated in the latest Luis de Carlos
Forum.

The presidential box of the Santiago Bernabéu
hosted the latest edition of the Luis de Carlos
Forum. Entitled The 9 Basketball European
Cups, the event brought together Emiliano Rodríguez,
Clifford Luyk, Pedro Ferrándiz, Rafael Rullán and José
Miguel Antúnez, all men who had a hand in this
sporting achievement. They joined together in lauding
the current team "for contributing to the improvement
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Luis de Carlos Forum

of the club’s history. If they
are able to keep this setup going, they will reach
even more finals and win
even more trophies.
Congratulations to the
players and the backroom
team for the way they
embrace basketball".
Beginning the forum's
look back at the Whites' history of European Cup
success, Pedro Ferrándiz, head coach of Real Madrid
in the 1960s and 70s, noted: "I tried to revolutionise
the team". He remembered: "I applied all I could to
guide the team through a new era of basketball. I feel
like I achieved that from my first year with a side in
which 75% of the players hailed from the academy.
With the new signings we made we put together a
strong team with which we won 4 European Cups". It
was Ferrándiz as the side’s coach who recruited fellow
forum participant Clifford Luyk, for whom Madrid's 9
titles speak for "82 years making history". He recalled
joining Real Madrid: "I got here from New York when
Ferrándiz signed me and the first person I met after
landing at Barajas was Emiliano, who had been
described to me as Europe’s best player. We’re aware
that it’s important to be humble but the expectation is
always there to win trophies. Even if we win today we
need to have the mind-set that we also have to win
the next game around the corner. That is what this
club is about".
Rodríguez and Rullán also spoke. The former
expressed his happiness at the club's total of

European Cups: "It is
an honour to represent
all those who made this
accomplishment possible.
I hope we are able to
celebrate many more titles
with our supporters in the
Palacio".
The final of 1980
Rullán, meanwhile, said: "Back in our day we’d get
really excited about playing this competition because
we were extremely privileged to travel to countries that
weren’t visited very often, like Switzerland and Egypt.
In terms of the Cup we won in 1980 in Berlin when I
scored 27 points, we were the underdogs, but Lolo
Sáinz came up with a different defensive strategy that
threw off Maccabi."
Antúnez was part of the eighth trophy triumph:
"Winning the European Cup for the first time in 15
years was incredible. We had a team that understood
how to play to the strengths of our star players at that
time, like Sabonis and Arlauckas". For Juan Carlos
Sánchez Lázaro, the director of the basketball section,
it was incredible "to win after a 20-year wait. We came
close on other occasions but to do it at home was
hugely important. We hope to be able to celebrate
another Luis de Carlos Forum next year to mark 10
European Cup wins".
Following the forum, its participants were joined
by those in attendance in enjoying a commemorative
exhibition of documents and memorabilia from the
club’s European Cup victories.
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Basketball

Slaughter visits Real Madrid
Foundation wheelchair
basketball school
The Real Madrid player put in an
appearance at the school at the La Masó
sports centre in Madrid, and took part in
the students’ training session.

The students of a Real Madrid Foundation
wheelchair basketball social sports school
enjoyed a few hours in the company of
Marcus Slaughter, who paid them a visit at the La
Masó sports centre in Madrid. The centre did not
miss the chance to join in their training session,
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using a wheelchair to play basketball like the rest of
the group.
The event was attended by students of the
school and their family members, accompanied
by Rafael Rullán, director of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s basketball schools, and Pedro
Zubeldia, director of corporate banking at
Novobanco, whose support has enabled the
addition of two further such academies to the
wheelchair programme that began last season.
The aim of the Real Madrid Foundation's
adapted activities is to provide a values education
through team sport and, in this case, achieve
integration through basketball, making the game a
pursuit that can be enjoyed by everyone, regardless
of their circumstances or impediments.
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Basketball

Students at adapted schools part of
the Final Four
The students of the Real Madrid Foundation
adapted schools at Majadahonda and the
Josep Tarradellas primary school had a great
time participating in a basketball exhibition in the
Fan Zone installed in Madrid’s Plaza de Oriente as
part of the Euroleague Final Four, which was held
in the Spanish capital and won by Real Madrid. This
Real Madrid Foundation inclusive sports initiative
also forms part of the Euroleague’s corporate
responsibility programme ONE TEAM, which shares
the same values of social integration.
The Foundation’s adapted basketball schools

enable it to harness the game to provide a quality
values education that reaches all groups of society,
without exception, demonstrating that sport is an
activity accessible to all. The skills the schools
develop in the youngsters are clear to see and,
with five seasons under its belt, there can be
no doubting that this Real Madrid Foundation
programme has gone from strength to strength
this year. In addition to the schools located at Las
Tablas and Majadahonda, similar projects are
being operated in the Madrid districts Pacífico and
Valdebernardo.
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Real Madrid Heritage

9 BASKETBALL EUROPEAN CUPS

Real Madrid: the
continent’s most
decorated team
Real Madrid’s basketball trophy cabinet boasts nine jewels in the crown,
nine European Cups, nine historic triumphs that underline the club’s
legendary status. Trophies that reward the effort, determination and team
work shown by players, coaches and club. Nine victorious campaigns, nine
Cups whose stars and stories we look back at over the coming pages.
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Intervision networks. At the game’s conclusion,
the players hoisted Santiago Bernabéu on
their shoulders.

Real Madrid sit ahead of the rest as the
European Cup’s most successful club, with
no fewer than nine titles. The first came with
Spain’s baby boom, in 1964, against Spartak Brno
of Czechoslovakia. “Real Madrid crowned
basketball European champions” exclaimed the
headline of the Real Madrid magazine printed at the
time. “Our players produce an exceptional display to
turn the dream of conquering the silver basket into
a reality,” added the report, with understandable joy:
this was the first time a Spanish side had claimed
continental basketball’s most coveted prize.
Madrid’s second European Cup the following
year saw them, in the words of the same
publication, “hit the heights at Fiesta Alegre”
(a reference to the team’s home court, where
the second leg of the final was played). On this
occasion, Madrid overcame Russian giants CSKA
Moscow, winners of two of the first six European
Cups. It was a decider that was seen by two million
viewers on Spanish state television and close to
300 million across Europe via the Eurovision and

Forging legends
Real Madrid’s third European Cup in 1967 was
secured against Italians Simmenthal, the final score
reading 91-83 to the Whites after a close encounter.
“An evenly-matched game, a clash of the titans.
The battle was won by the side that showed the
greater will to win throughout the 40 minutes,” was
among the conclusions drawn by the match reports
written in the aftermath. And 12 months on, Madrid’s
fourth victorious final pitted them against Brno
once more, with Lyon the venue. A look back at the
reaction of the French press to Madrid’s latest win
sees headlines including: “Real Madrid retain the
Basketball European Cup after a brilliant match” (Le
Figaro) and “Real Madrid and Spartak match each
other in sharp shooting and artistry” (L’Equipe).
In 1974, Real Madrid’s fifth European title came
versus Ignis Varese, with a youthful Juan Antonio
Corbalán making his first final appearance, before
four years later they made it six in a thrilling, hardfought duel against the same opposition, then
known as Mobilgirgi, in Munich. European Cup
number seven arrived in 1980 with a triumph over
Maccabi that attested to the great basketball being
played by a Real Madrid team which, with leading
lights such as Wayne Brabender, Clifford Luyk,
Corbalán, Rafael Rullán and Walter Szczerbiak, had
already earned its status as a historic side.
Madrid then had to endure a 15-year wait
for their eighth European Cup. When it arrived,
however, it was on home soil, against Olympiacos
in Zaragoza, with a superb performance under the
rim from Arvydas Sabonis. And, again versus
the Greek outfit, this year brought Real Madrid’s
ninth tournament win, Pablo Laso’s side beating
an outfit led by Vassilis Spanoulis in a game –
whose images remain freshly seared onto our
retinas– that finished 78-59.
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Real Madrid Heritage

1964. First European Cup. Real Madrid 84–Spartak
Brno 64. Spartak Brno arrived at Real Madrid’s Fiesta Alegre
court with the Whites needing to overturn an 11-point deficit from
the first leg. And, roared on by the home crowd, Madrid did it.
Sevillano picked up the Cup from FIBA’s then secretary general,
Renato Williams Jones. Coach: Joaquín Hernández. Players:
Sevillano (captain), Emiliano, Palmero, San Martín, Monsalve,
Hanson, Luyk, Burgess, Descartín, Sáinz, Durand.

1965. Second European Cup. Real Madrid 76–CSKA
Moscow 62. The year after Real Madrid’s maiden tournament
triumph, their second arrived with victory over favourites CSKA
Moscow. "No-one will criticise us for losing against
a team as strong as Real Madrid's," noted CSKA's
matchday delegate at the Hotel Velázquez banquet
given to the Russian travelling party by hosts headed
up by Raimundo Saporta, with the specialist press of
the day in attendance. Further tributes to the European
champions followed on from that dinner, such as
that organised at the Hotel Victoria by the club’s
supporters’ associations –and presided over by
Santiago Bernabéu– which was held jointly with the
Real Madrid football team, also league champions
that season. Coach: Pedro Ferrándiz. Players:
Sevillano (captain), Emiliano, Sáinz, Luyk, Burgess,
Descartín, Monsalve, Durand, M. González, Scott.

1967. Third European Cup. Real
Madrid 91–Simmenthal 83. Madrid
held a marginal lead in the first half,
before the Italians came back to leave the
scoreboard at 45 all going into the break.
In the second half, the game was decided
in the final five minutes thanks to the drive
and determination of Emiliano, Luyk, Aiken,
McIntyre, Sáinz, Sevillano and Monsalve.
Full-time score: 91-83. The final was followed
by a TV viewing audience of over 50 million,
with the match also broadcast in France,
Belgium, Italy, Yugoslavia, Portugal and
Morocco. Coach: Pedro Ferrándiz.
Players: Sevillano (captain), Nava,
Cristóbal, Monsalve, Luyk, Aiken, McIntyre,
Emiliano, Paniagua, Guardiola, Sáinz, J.R.
Ramos.
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1968. Fourth European Cup. Real Madrid 98–
Spartak Brno 95. The final of Real Madrid’s fourth
European Cup win saw them up against Spartak Brno,
a fearsome side given the quality of key trio Konvicka,
Bobrowski and Pistelak. The Whites counteracted their
offensive play with wonderful performances from Aiken,
Luyk, Brabender, Sáinz, Nava, Paniagua and Ramos
(Emiliano was ruled out by an injury suffered the day
before the game). In a final of high tension right
to the closing minutes in Lyon, Real Madrid
made it a quartet of European crowns as it
ended 98-95, the newspaper Le Figaro declaring:
“Real Madrid retain the Basketball European Cup
after a brilliant match”. Coach: Pedro Ferrándiz.
Players: Sevillano (captain), Brabender, Nava,
Cristóbal, Luyk, Aiken, Emiliano, Paniagua,
Guardiola, Sáinz, Ramos.

1974. Fifth European Cup. Real
Madrid 84–Ignis Varese 82.
In a final staged in Nantes, Real
Madrid saw off Dino Meneghin’s
Ignis Varese. On this occasion, the
trophy decider was again settled
in Madrid’s favour in the closing
minutes, with point guards Cabrera
and a very young Corbalán playing
outstandingly. It was the last
European Cup won under Pedro
Ferrándiz, Real Madrid's most
decorated coach. Coach: Pedro
Ferrándiz. Assistant coach: Lolo
Sáinz. Players: Luyk (captain),
Brabender, Szczerbiak, V. Ramos,
Cabrera, Prada, Cristóbal, Corbalán,
Paniagua, Rullán.

1978. Sixth European Cup. Real Madrid 75–
Mobilgirgi 67. The final was played against Mobilgirgi at the
Olympiahalle in Munich, in a match chiefly memorable for the
moments of brilliance shown by Cabrera and the solidity of
Walter, Brabender and Rullán, the latter playing a crucial role
in stopping the American Morse. Although Luyk and Ramos
did not play, they too were carried off the court shoulder high:
both Real Madrid legends
retired that year. The European
title was also Lolo Sáinz's first
as Madrid boss. Coach: Lolo
Sáinz. Players: Luyk (captain),
Brabender, Szczerbiak, V.
Ramos, Coughan, Cabrera,
Prada, Cristóbal, Sáinz,
Corbalán, Rullán, Iturriaga.
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1980. Seventh European Cup. Real Madrid 89–Maccabi 85. Real Madrid claimed victory over Maccabi to
win their seventh European Cup in the final at the Deutschlandhalle in West Berlin. Madrid surprised the Israelis with
a tactical, defensive display in a clash that saw a generational handover from Cabrera and Cristóbal to Llorente and
Romay. Real Madrid chalked up 38 field goals from 57 attempts and converted 13 free throws out of 16; Corbalán
(9), Brabender (14), Walter (16), Rullán (27), Meister (11), Querejeta (2), Llorente (2) and Prada all scored. Coach:
Lolo Sáinz. Players: Prada, Rullán, Romay, Meister, Querejeta, Iturriaga, Beirán, Llorente, Corbalán, Brabender and
Szczerbiak.

1995. Eighth European Cup. Real Madrid 73–Olympiacos 61. After a gap of 15 years, Real Madrid lifted
their eighth European Cup, against Olympiacos in the Final Four held in Zaragoza. The performances of Sabonis and
Antúnez were particularly exceptional, with both named in the tournament's ideal five-man line-up alongside Santos,
Arlauckas and Johnson. Memorably, the entire Real Madrid squad dedicated the trophy to the late club vice-president
Mariano Jaquotot: “This European Cup is yours”. Coach: Zeljko Obradovic.
Players: Antúnez, Biriukov, Santos, García Coll, Arlauckas, Sabonis, Lasa,
Cargol, A. Martín.
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2015. Ninth European Cup. Real Madrid 78–Olympiacos 59. Twenty
years after winning their eighth European Cup Real Madrid made it nine,
defeating the same team in the final clash at the Palacio de los Deportes in
Madrid. Olympiacos dominated the first half, but the Whites came back out after
the break to produce their best form and deliver a strong defensive display that
neutralised Spanoulis. The three-pointers of Carroll and Nocioni (MVP with 12
points, 7 rebounds and a PER of 18) remain indelibly etched in the memory,
their exploits and the fighting spirit shown by the rest of the team seeing
Madrid’s ninth continental title take its place in the club’s trophy cabinet. Coach:
Pablo Laso. Players: Reyes (captain), Llull, Rodríguez, Rudy, Slaughter,
Carroll, K.C. Rivers, Ayón, Nocioni, Bourousis, Maciulis, Campazzo and Mejri.

Which areas of Real Madrid’s history would you
like to find out more about?
Send us your comments to
patrimoniohistorico@corp.realmadrid.com
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Volunteers

Join us!
The Real Madrid Foundation’s volunteers
played an integral role in the most recent
edition of the Corazón Classic Match. The
organisation of this flagship charity fixture was made
so much easier thanks to their selfless, altruist
collaboration.
Our volunteers take part in a wide range of
projects organised by the Foundation: from providing
assistance to people with disabilities at football and
basketball matches or offering support to immigrant

children at the social sports schools, to participating
in the Foundation’s social welfare activities.
So if you’d like to do your bit for the Real Madrid
Foundation, get in touch with the Real Madrid
Volunteer Office. There is nothing more rewarding
than helping others. At the Real Madrid Foundation,
we believe that by all working together we can build a
better world. Help us to achieve that! Email us at:
voluntariosfundacionrealmadrid@corp.realmadrid.com
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Child poverty
To volunteers, collaborators, employees,
customers and shareholders, we’ve achieved
all this:
• Helping more than 260,000 children who
live below the poverty line
• Providing more than 100,000 jobs for
people with difficulties
• Offering workshops and activities for
more than 700,000 older people a year
• Accompanying more than 70,000 patients
at the end of their life
• Supporting medical research with more
than 100 million euros

Employment inclusion

• Welcoming more than 4 million visitors
a year at our cultural and science centres
and touring exhibitions
• Meeting society’s needs with the help of
13,000 volunteers
Thanks for helping the ”la Caixa”
Banking Foundation to build a fairer
society with more opportunities for all.

Older people

Volunteer work

Terminally ill people
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